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Yuan dynasty literati tea poetry creation is an important part in the history of the 
development of Chinese tea poetry. Yuan dynasty period, the poetry creation reached a 
peak in Chinese classical poetry, tea development are the key stage in the song 
dynasty tea culture formation and set.Represented by su huang yuan dynasty scholar, 
was proficient both as a poetic creation, and engaging in the study of tea art.Their tea 
has both the height of the poetry writing skills, and contains a true personal life 
experience and profound philosophical thinking, has the rich artistic charm, 
distinctive literary breath and broad culture connotation.Laid the offspring of tea basic 
features of poetry art, in thought. 
In previous studies, the scholars in the song dynasty tea, tea culture, tea poetry 
and religion, folk culture phenomenon such as the relationship between the more 
seriously, has the rich research achievements, but in literature as the standard, from 
the Angle of creation in the song dynasty tea ethos of poetry itself, the artistic 
achievement of research, is not good enough.This article selects is discontinuous, 
before and after the period of tea and the yuan dynasty literati in daily life, the 
relationship between the poetry creation, in order to the yuan dynasty tea poetry 
artistic achievement and historical position to make a relatively objective evaluation. 
This paper is divided into four chapters: 
The introduction part of everyday life and define the concept of the tea poetry, is 
introduced in this paper, the selected topic origin and the research significance, and 
the existing research situation and points out the necessity of the study of yuan 
dynasty tea poetry. 
The first chapter of yuan dynasty tea poetry creation background, carding from 
han to song dynasty culture of tea drinking.The song dynasty's tea culture and tea 
culture in the highly developed, and the prosperity of tea book writing, is derived 
from profound historical accumulation. This directly promoted the song dynasty 
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The second chapter, literati in yuan dynasty tea poetry in daily life. Tea in the 
yuan dynasty literati in daily life is everywhere.Fried tea tea for the process of the 
poet to create a rich LiCu and poetic art, pavilion pavilion tea party for the teachers of 
the law association and poetry paper provides a perfect platform, a recluse tea is the 
anchorage of literati quiet state of mind alone, and zen monks drinking tea helps the 
poet enlightenment, but to give up drinking tea can make between landscape poet dust, 
give each other tea shows the mutual appreciation and profound friendship between 
friends.Tea for the life of literati widely intervention is the direct cause of yuan 
dynasty tea poetry creation prosperity. 
The third chapter summarized the spirit character of yuan dynasty tea poetry. 
From to taste of proportion of tzu chi, the symbol of the noble character, dongshan 
bailment, lonely "comfort, poetic tea flavor to a blend of five aspects, refining period 
tea the spiritual essence of poetry.As you can see, the image of the yuan dynasty 
literati consciously to the tea with its image overlap, view and borrow tea poetry 
conveys his true emotion character and serious thinking about life. 
The fourth chapter summarizes the artistic achievement of yuan dynasty tea 
poetry. First through alignment with tea poetry in the tang dynasty, summarizes yuan 
dynasty tea poems inherit and new changes, points out that the yuan dynasty poetry 
for the first generation of tea poems inherited the main at the spiritual level, especially 
the tea represented by the set of natural, bai juyi represent collectors hidden and lu 
both represent Gao Shipa, for a period of tea the spirit of poetry played a far-reaching 
influence.But the yuan dynasty literati in the essence of the tea poetry in the tang 
dynasty, has been discarded, modified somewhat. Secondly based on the analysis of 
yuan dynasty tea poetry talk to elaborate, because, three approaches the application of 
this principle, the induction period of tea thinking meaning, inprove the causes of the 
formation of style.Finally put forward the yuan dynasty poem by literati tea tea classic 
shape with its own, tea poetry creation has a far-reaching influence on the afterworld. 
Summary gives the conclusion of this paper. 
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